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Purpose of this Guide

This guide is intended for “Super-Users” who are assigned the SOLABS Training Administrator Role and

who manage Curriculums, Training Activities and Training Assignments in SOLABS QM10.

Administration Tasks in the TRAINING Section

Considerations for Configuration of the Training Section

A Curriculum is a grouping of related Training Activities (e.g.: training for all new employees, training 
related to SOP QA-023).  It is where default settings for the included Training Activities are defined.  The 
Curriculum cannot be assigned as a grouping.  The individual Training Activities are assigned separately, 
or as a grouping by linking them to a Function Role assigned to one or more users.  This defines required 
training for that function, against which training compliance will be measured and reported.

When a SOLABS QM10 Document is linked to a Curriculum as the Curriculum Document, the Training 
Activities within that Curriculum can be set to recur whenever that document is revised.  A SOLABS 
QM10 Document can be linked as a Curriculum Document to only one Curriculum and a Curriculum can 
include only one linked Curriculum Document.   Training Activities can include other documents or 
Related Documents but revision to those documents won’t initiate recurrence of the Training Activity.   

When a Curriculum is set for a Recurrence based on revision of the Curriculum Document, all Training 
Activities within that Curriculum are automatically versioned, even if some are intentionally set as “No 
Assignment” after Recurrence.   The previous versions of all Training Activities are also automatically closed.

Training Compliance percentages can be negatively impacted by “Unassigned” Training Activities, even 
where the choice not to assign them was intentional.   Therefore, some considerations need to be made 
before grouping multiple Training Activities into one Curriculum that is set for a Recurrence on the 
Curriculum Document. 

It is important to consider a training assignment strategy that aligns with this functionality.

Scenario 1 – All Training Activities in my Curriculum need to be assigned with every revision of the 

Curriculum Document

This is the most straightforward situation.   The Assignment After Creation section is used to decide what you 

would like to happen upon revision of the Curriculum Document.  

If all Training Activities need to recur when 

the linked Curriculum Document is revised, 

set them all to one of the three “Assign” 

options – based on profile, previous 

assignments or previously trained, 

whichever you prefer.    

When Training Activities are linked to a Function Role, Assign based on profile would be the appropriate setting.
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When it is desired to measure Training Compliance for your users, always use the Add Activity to Profile option 

after creating a new Training Activity and then Assign End Users by filtering on those Profiles (Function Roles).  

For the Recurrence settings, use the Assign based on profile (Function Role) option.  

It is also helpful to set Status After Creation to “Not Started” so that you can change settings after the Training 

Activities are recreated, even if it is just to set new Due Dates for your assigned users through Schedule Users 

Activity or to update a linked Training Assessment.

What if I need to remove one of the Training Activities in the Curriculum?

If you have linked multiple Training Activities within a 

Curriculum set for Recurrence Based on Document 

Revision and then decide that one of the Training 

Activities does not need to recur each time the 

Curriculum Document is revised, you can Modify that 

Training Activity to change the Status to Closed.   

However, this must be done BEFORE the next revision 

of the Curriculum Document.   

CAUTION:  If there are Assigned and Untrained users when the Training Activity is put to a Status of “Closed”, 

those activities will show as Not Trained on some Training Compliance Reports.  The Training Activity will clearly 

be identified as “Closed” but can result in questions upon review of such reports.  If you know the Curriculum 

Document will soon be revised, and that you plan to close one of the related Training Activities, check for 

Untrained Users on all related Training Activities and ask them to complete the assignments.

What should I do if I’ve decided that a Training Activity is related to the document but does not need 

to recur every time the document is revised?

Whether you decide this up front – and therefore don’t include it in the same Curriculum as the document – or 

you identify this after the fact and remove it from the Curriculum, see Scenario 2.

Scenario 2: I have Training Activities Related to a Curriculum Document but don’t assign them every 

time the document is revised, or don’t need the same people to train on them.

What if I have Classroom Training or On-the-Job Training for new personnel that is intended as a one-

time-only assignment?

In this case, the assignees may be the same, but the frequency of assignment is different.

If you may need future users to complete one-time-only Training Activities, they should be in a separate 

Curriculum from the related document.   They can be linked to the same Profiles (Function Roles) but be set up 

with No Recurrence and assigned as needed, as new people come into the organization.   
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If you occasionally need to make modifications to this Training Activity, you can choose to manually Modify it for 

subsequent assignments.

What everyone needs to read the SOP for awareness, but some also need related Classroom Training 

or On-the-Job Training due to the nature of their job?

In this case the assignees are different between the related Training Activities. 

If some users need complete more Training Activities than others, those Training Activities should also be in a 

separate Curriculum from the related document.   They can then be linked to only those Profiles (Function Roles) 

that need them.  You may need to consider creating additional Function Roles in this situation.   

Example:  Everyone in GMP Job Roles needs to know what to do if they identify a deviation from an approved 

process but only certain people are responsible for then managing those deviation investigations.

 The Training Activity for the SOP can be set up in a Curriculum with Recurrence Based on Document Revision 

and linked to Function Roles for everyone’s Job Title.

 The Training Activity for Managing Deviation Investigations can be set up in a Curriculum with No 

Recurrence and linked to a Function Role such as FCT_Managing Deviation Investigations.  That Function 

Role will only be assigned to users who are actually involved in managing and approving the related 

investigation.

If you occasionally need to make modifications to this Training Activity, you can choose to manually Modify it for 

subsequent assignments.

If I have Training Activities associated with the same SOP but they are in separate Curriculums, how 

can I be sure my Training Administrators are aware of this? 

Use similar naming conventions and use the Description section of both the Curriculum and the Training 

Activities help identify the relationships.

For Example:

 Curriculum 1 is named SOP-QA-027, Deviation Reporting & Management and includes only the SOP

 Curriculum 2 is named SOP-QA-027, Managing Deviation Investigations and includes classroom and/or OJT 

training for deviation investigators and approvers
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Create a Curriculum

Curricula can be created only by Users who have been assigned the SOLABS Training Administrator Role.  A 
curriculum is used simply to define defaults for the one or more Training Activities that will then be created 
within it and assigned to users.

From the TRAINING Section, access the Quick Access Training Menu at the top right of the screen and choose 
the Create Curriculum option.  The Training > Create screen will be displayed.  It includes the following sections, 
each of which will be described starting on the next page.

 Curriculum Details

 Recurrence (requires selection of a Curriculum Document, and defaults for Creation and 
Reassignment of the Training Activities)

 Completion Requirements

 Suggested Trainers

Curriculum Details:

The first section on the Training > Create screen is Curriculum Details.

Configurable Custom List

System_List_Training_Activity_Categories
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An Auto-populate fields from option is available if the new Curriculum will be similar to one that already exists.  
This can be helpful in that some of the fields will already be populated, but requires caution to ensure that any 
fields that need to be different are edited.

The Name field is mandatory.   Choose a meaningful and intuitive name, such as one that describes either the 
purpose of the Curriculum – New Employee Training – or the Curriculum Document it is associated with – QA-
001, Batch Review and Release – Pharmaceutical Products.  You may want to think ahead of time about a 
strategy for Curriculum naming conventions.   A Curriculum for SOP QA-001 could be named CUR QA-001 for 
example.

The Categories (Activities) field is a multi-select field populated with values from a Custom List that can be 
configured to include training category terminology for your organization.  Choose the categories appropriate 
for the Training Activities you plan to create in this Curriculum.  

The Description field is an optional free-text field but can be helpful as a place to include information 

on the purpose of the Curriculum.   This is helpful if you have multiple Training Administrators.

The Start Date field is mandatory date field that can be populated with a calendar.  It will default to the creation 
date but can be edited.  The End Date field is optional and, in most cases, should be left blank to prevent 
situations where trainees cannot access their training assignment.   It acts as an expirty date so is useful when a 
Training Curriculum may have a definite End Date – such as 2021 Safety Training – and will be replaced by 
something else after that date.   It can also be useful when initially assigning a new Training Activity to many 
users because it will act as a Due Date, in lieu of using the Schedule Users Activity option after assigning End 
Users.  In this case though, you must remember to remove the End Date after the initial user population is 
trained or it won’t be available for future assignees.

The Created by field and the Creation Date field default to the person creating the Curriculum and the date they 
initially create it.   They are not editable fields.

Recurrence:

The next section on the Training > Create screen is Recurrence.  

When a Curriculum is created, it must be established whether you will link a Curriculum Document and whether 
or not you would like recurrence (recreation) of Training Activities in that Curriculum when that document is 
revised.  

 If you are creating a curriculum for training activities that do not 
relate to a document, you would choose a Recurrence Type of No 
recurrence.
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 If you are creating a curriculum for training activities relating to a SOLABS QM10 document (such as an SOP), 
and would like any of the training activities to recur (be recreated and reassigned) upon revision of that 
document, you would choose a Recurrence Type of Document revision.    This will allow you to select that 
document as the Curriculum Document, and to set one or more Training Activities within the Curriculum to 
recur upon revision of that document.

    When a Recurrence Type of Document revision is selected, additional options are displayed for the future
New Activities and for the linked Curriculum Document.  

New Activities:

This section 
establishes 
defaults for the 
creation and 
assignment of the 
Training Activities 
that will be re-
created upon
Document 
Revision.  

They can be edited 
for each Training 
Activity if needed.

New Activities Created Based on:

 With a choice of Activities linked to profile, only the Training Activities linked 
to Job Profiles (Function Roles) will be re-created upon revision of the 
document.

 With a choice of All, all the Training Activities in the Curriculum will be re-
created upon revision of the document.

Default Assignment After Creation:

 With a choice of No Assignment, the Training Activities that are re-
created will not be automatically re-assigned.  This choice may be 
helpful if you would prefer to make that decision one-by-one for 
each of the Training Activities within the Curriculum.  See NOTE on 
next page however.
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NOTE: If the Training Activity is linked to a Function Role, it will still be a requirement for that Function Role, 
just not assigned.   This can result in Training Compliance Reports based on Job Profile to show less than 
100% completion rates, even if the Training Activities are intentionally not assigned.

 With a choice of Assign based on profile, the Training Activities that are re-created will be assigned based 
on the Job Profiles (Function Roles) that they are linked to.

 With a choice of Assign based on previous assignment, the Training Activities that are re-created will be 
assigned to those Users with a current or past assignment of the previous version.

 With a choice of Assign based on previously trained, the Training Activities that are re-created will be 
assigned to all Users who completed the previous version, whether it is still an active assignment or not.

Default Status After Creation:

With a choice of Active, the Training Activities that are re-created will be 

automatically Active upon their re-creation so reassignments will happen 

immediately.  A choice of Not Started should be used if there may be a need to 

make any changes such as additional assignments, Due Dates for assigned 

users, adding a Related Item, adding a Training Assessment, etc.  The Training 

Activity can then be manually changed from Not Started to Active. 

Curriculum Document

This section is used to make the link with the SOLABS QM10 Document which, when revised, will trigger the 
Recurrence activities to be initiated.    

Filters are available to search for the Document by Name, Control Number or Location.   Documents meeting the 
filter criteria will be listed.  Select the one that you want to link.
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Completion Requirements:

The next section on the Training > Create screen is Completion Requirements.  

This section establishes Default Completion Requirements for the Training Activities within the Curriculum.  
They can be overridden for each Training Activity if needed.

 With a choice of End user confirmation, the trainee will 
confirm their completion with entry of their e-Signature to 
achieve a status of Trained.

 With a choice of End user with pass rate, the field for 
Default Pass Rate will be enabled and a value must be 
entered.  

The trainee will confirm their completion with entry of their 
e-Signature but the assignment will not go to a status of 
Trained until the Training Administrator Grades the 
confirmed activity with a score that meets or exceeds the 
Pass Rate.  If the score does not meet the requirement, the 
Training Activity will automatically be reassigned to the 
trainee.  

If you are using the Questionmark OnDemand feature for online Training Assessments, the Default Pass Rate
field will be grayed out because it will be auto-populated with the Pass Rate set in that software.   Refer to the 
following two document in the SOLABS Knowledge Base for more details on that feature: SOLABS QM10 -
Questionmark OnDemand Interface Feature - User Guide

 With a choice of End user and second confirmation, the fields for Second 
confirmation requirement allowed by (default): will be enabled and one 
or more selections can be made.  The Training Administrator is always 
selected by default but other options can be selected as well.

The trainee will confirm their completion with entry of their e-Signature but 
the assignment will not go to a status of Trained until the Training 
Administrator, Trainer, Manager or Department Head provides a Second 
Confirmation of the confirmed activity.  

 With a choice of End user with pass rate and second confirmation both of the previous two situations will be 
required.

 The section for Number of completed activities to be trained on this curriculum is optional for situations 
where, for a Curriculum that includes multiple Training Activities, not all of them need to be completed.  It can 
be left at the default of N/A if the intent is for all assigned Training Activities to be completed.

https://docs.solabs.com/Document?itemId=204
https://docs.solabs.com/Document?itemId=204
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Suggested Trainers:

The next section on the Training > Create screen is Suggested Trainers.  
This section is optional unless a Completion Requirement of Second 
Confirmation by a Trainer was selected above, or if you wanted Trainers 
to confirm completion as a “Trainer” vs. a “Trainee”.  In that case at least 
one Trainer must be selected.   To select a Trainer, check the box in front 
of the appropriate Function Role(s) and then click the +ADD button.  

Submit and Confirm

To save the new Curriculum, click the Submit button, review and confirm 
the selections made and then click the Confirm button.  

Create Training Activity

After a Curriculum is created, a Training Activity can be created. 
The Curriculum must be created first and can contain one or more 
Training Activities.

From the Curriculum View screen choose the Training Activity > Create option from the right-hand menu.    

The Training > Create screen will be displayed.  It displays the Curriculum Details and includes the following 
sections for creation of a Training Activity, each of which will be described starting below.

 Training Activity Details (will default to Curriculum setting but can be changed at the Training Activity level)

 Recurrence (will default to Curriculum settings but can be changed at the Training Activity level)

 Training Activity Assessment (used to link a Questionmark OnDemand Training Assessment)

 Completion Requirements (will default to Curriculum settings but can be changed at the Training Activity level)

 Trainers (will default to Curriculum settings but can be changed at the Training Activity level)

Training Activity Details:

The first section on the Training > Create screen is Training Activity Details. As with the Curriculum settings, 
there is an Auto-populate fields from option, a mandatory Name field and a single-item selection field for 
Category.  See page 6 for more detail on these settings.  

The Status will default 
to Not Started.   It is 
recommended to 
leave the status as Not 
Started until all 
creation settings are 
completed, users are 
assigned and any due 
dates are set.  The 
Modify option can 
then be used to 
change the status to 
Active.
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Starting with Release 10.9 
there is an optional field to 
use for linking Training 
Video(s) to a Training 
Activity.  Use the full 
embed code for your 
video.

The optional fields for 
Description, Purpose, 
Method of Instruction and 
Method of Evaluation can 
be used to provide more 
information about the 
Training Activity.  Each of 
these free-text fields can 
also be populated by 
Quick Text values.  

Quick Text values come 
from configurable Custom 
Lists created and 
maintained by the SOLABS 
System Administrator.  
They can be helpful to 
provide standardized 
terminology.

The Estimated Duration and 
Cost fields are optional numeric 
fields.

The Estimated Start Date field 
is mandatory and will default to 
the creation date but can be 
changed.  

The Estimated End Date is optional and is best left blank unless the Training Activity will have a planned retire 
date (after which it will no longer be used).  It can also be useful when initially assigning a new Training Activity 
to many users because it will act as a Due Date, in lieu of using the Schedule Users Activity option after 
assigning End Users.  In this case though, remember to remove the End Date after the initial training or it won’t 
be available for future assignees.
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The Created by and the Creation Date fields are not editable.  They will default to the person creating the 
Training Activity and the date that it is being created.

The sections for Recurrence and Completion Requirements will default to what was set at the Curriculum level.   
See pages 6-9 for more detail on these settings.   

 If the Curriculum is set with a Recurrence based on Document Revision, and the Training Activity created for 
the Curriculum document is the only Training Activity that the Curriculum will include, the settings should 
remain at the defaults from the Curriculum.

 If there are additional Training Activities within the Curriculum, some of which have Categories other than 
Read and Confirm, and/or do not need to recur (be recreated/reassigned) when the Curriculum Document is 
revised, the settings for those activities can be edited accordingly.

The section for Training Activity Assessment is 
used to link Training Assessments that were 
created in Questionmark OnDemand.  See the 
separate document SOLABS QM10 
Questionmark OnDemand Interface Feature –
User Guide for more information on those 
settings.

There are two additional settings at the Completion Requirements section for a Training Activity.   

 The section for Exceptions (Automatic Records) can be used to automatically 
grant a status of Trained for the Author of the Curriculum Document or both 
the Author and Approvers of that Document.

 The Dismiss with Justification section can be used to allow trainees to opt 
out of an assigned Training Activity, with appropriate justification.  When the 
Yes option is selected, trainees will see an option to Dismiss with 
Justification.  If they choose that option, they will be required to complete a 
mandatory Justification field.

The final section on the Training > Create screen is Trainers. This section will 
be enabled only if the Curriculum was set to include Trainers.  It is used to 
identify whether the Trainer or both the Trainer and Training Administrator, 
must also complete the Training Activity.    

Submit and Confirm

To save the new Training Activity, click the Submit button, review and confirm the selections made and then 
click the Confirm button.    To create additional Training Activities for the Curriculum, choose the Training 
Activities > Create option again from the Curriculum View screen and repeat the above settings for those 
activities.

Once Training Activities are saved, the following actions can be performed:

 Links to Related Items, such as documents or processes, that will then be available for the trainee to view.

 Links to a Job Title Profile (Function Role)

 Assign End Users
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Linking Related Items to a Training Activity

A Document or a Process can be linked to any Training Activity using the Related 
Items section in the right-hand menu of the Training Activity View screen.    

The Link Documents
option allows linking of 
an existing SOLABS 
QM10 Document or a 
New Document from 
outside SOLABS QM10.   
The maximum file size 
for each Related Item is 
50MB.  The search 
functions are the same 
as in other sections of 
SOLABS QM10.   
Multiple documents 
can be linked by using 
the +ADD button but 
the file size total cannot 
exceed 200MB.  If the 
total size of all 
documents is >200MB, 
add them in sets.

All linked documents will be displayed as Related Items within the Training Activity when it is opened by the 
trainee.   This can be useful for reference information, such as a compendial reference for a laboratory test 
method.

The Link Processes option allows linking of an existing SOLABS QM10 Process by searching using the Unique ID.  
Any linked processes will also be displayed as Related Items within the Training Activity when it is opened by the 
trainee.  Linking a process could be useful when the Training Activity may be assigned as a requirement of a 
Deviation or CAPA.
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Adding/Linking a Training Activity to a Job Title Profile (Function Role)

A Training Activity can be linked to any Function (FCT) Role, using the Job Title 
Profile section in the right-hand menu of the Training Activity View screen.    

The View option displays a list of Function Roles to which the Training Activity 
is already linked.   The Add Activity to Profile option brings up other Available
Function Roles that can be selected and add to the Assigned list using the 
+ADD button.

Linking a Training 
Activity to Function 
Roles establishes 
required training for 
Users who have those 
Function Roles assigned.  
It also assists in the 
Training Activity 
assignment process, 
through the Assign End 
Users option, because it 
creates a filter that will 
display only Users with 
those Function Role 
assignments. 

The above actions can also be accessed through the Quick Access Training Menu, 
using the Training Administration option.   

 The View by Training Activity option will display the list of Function Roles to 
which the Training Activity is already linked.

 The Modify by Training Activity option brings up other Available Function Roles 
that can be selected and add to the Assigned list using the +ADD button.

NOTE:  Linking a Training Activity to a Function Role will NOT automatically assign 
the Training Activity to users with that Function Role.  Assignments still need to be 
made through the Assign End Users menu option.  At that point the chosen Function 
Roles act as a Filter, bringing up only the users with those Function Roles.

Training Activity assignment is covered starting on Page 16.
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Accessing a Saved Training Activity

Users with the SOLABS Training Administrator Role can view the list of Curricula from the Navigation tab within 
the TRAINING Section.     Clicking on a Curriculum Name expands the listing to display the related Training 
Activities.  Access the Training Activity by using the View option to the right of the listing. 

Alternatively, the View option to 
the right of the Curriculum listing 
can be used to get to the 
Curriculum View screen.  Training 
Activities are listed at the bottom 
of the Curriculum View screen.

There is a View option next to 
each of the listed Training 
Activities there too.

From the Training Activity View 
screen, Training Administrators 
can perform the following 
administrative actions described 
starting on the next page.

 Assign Trainers to a Training 
Activity

 Assign Users to a Training 
Activity

 Schedule User Activity (Due 
Dates)

 Second Confirmations

 Grade End Users

 Record from External Record

All of those activities are covered 

later in this User Guide.
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Training Activity Assignment

As mentioned above, linking a Training Activity to Function Roles makes the Training Activity Assignment process 
easier because the list of possible assignees will be limited only to Users who have those Function Role 
assignments in SOLABS QM10.  Especially for a large organization, this can help ensure the accuracy of the 
assignment process.  Similarly, the Functiol Role selections made for Suggested Trainers at the Curriculum level 
will limit the list of possible trainers to only those Users who have those Function Role assignments in SOLABS 
QM10.  Linking Training Activities to Function Roles also establishes a list of required training.  Training 
Compliance Reports will measure compliance against this list.

Assigning Trainers to a Training Activity

The Training Activity Assignment menu is part of the right-hand menus available in 
the Training Activity View screen.  The first two options of View Trainers and Assign 
Trainers will only be present in this menu for Training Activities that include 
Suggested Trainers.    The options for Training Activities set up as Read and Confirm, 
will have only the last three options on this menu. 

 The View Trainers option will display the list of Users who are 
already assigned as trainers.

 The Assign Trainers option will bring up filter criteria to add 
additional Trainers.  If the Curriculum was set up to include 
Suggested Trainers, that option can be chosen.  When the list 
is displayed in the Available sub-filters box, clicking on Select 
all will display any other Available Users that have one of 
those suggested Function Roles.  They can then be selected 
and added to the Assigned list using the +ADD button.

Assigning Users to a Training Activity

Viewing Users already assigned to a Training Activity and assigning additional Users to a Training Activity can be 
accomplished from either the Quick Access Training Administration menu or from within the Training Activity 
Assignment menu within the Training Activity View screen.

In either case, the View End Users
option will display the list of Assigned 
Users and their Estimated Start Date.  
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In either case, the Assign End Users option will bring up the options to Manage End User Assignment.  The filter 
options will default to Job Title Profile (list of Function Roles) and the linked Job Title Profiles will be displayed in 
the Available sub-filters box.    Selecting all of the Available Job Title Profiles will bring up a list of Available
users who have that Function Role but are not yet assigned the Training Activity.    Selecting those Users will add 
them to the Assigned list.

As mentioned previously, linking Training Activities to Job Profiles helps to limit the list of Available users to the
people assigned those Function Roles.  This does not prevent the option to assign the Training Activity to 
additional Users.   To assign to additional Users, the other Filter by options can be chosen:

 Assigned trainers – will bring up the list of any assigned trainers for the Training Activity

 Active users – will bring up the entire Active Users list within SOLABS QM10

 All Job Titles – will bring up all remaining Active Function Roles within SOLABS QM10
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Schedule User Activity

After a Training Activity is assigned to a User, the Schedule Users Activity option can be used to Schedule Due 
Dates for their assignment. Scheduling an activity is mainly used to set or change the time allowed for a user to 
complete an activity.   Changes to the Start Date can also be made.

Setting Due Dates at the Training Activity Assignment level is helpful when the Curriculum and Training Activity 
itself are set with no End Date.   As mentioned previously, setting an End Date at the Curriculum/Training 
Activity level can be helpful to apply an initial due date for a new assignment but it acts as a retirement date for 
the Training Activity itself so must be used with caution.   

If there are no due dates for assignments, there can be no calculations for status – such as Last Week/This 
Week, +/- 30 Days, +\-90 Days, etc.   Assignments with no due date immediately fall into a status category of 
Overdue, which can be confusing to the trainees and when running Training Reports.  Setting due dates can also 
be helpful for new employees with many assignments, in order to help stagger them or put them in order by 
urgency.

To set assignment due dates for Users, go to Training Activity Assignment > Schedule Users Activity in the right-
hand menu of the Training Activity View screen.  This displays the Schedule Due Dates screen.

The Available sub-filters list will default to the Job Title Profile (Function Role) filter.  Changing that to Filter by

Assigned Users is helpful because it will bring up only Users who have are assigned the Training Activity but have 

not yet completed it. 
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Select one or more Users, enter a Due Date, change the Start Date (if applicable), and click +ADD.  If you need 
different dates for different Users, add a set of Users for one date, then add another set.  As you add User End 
Dates, they will be listed in the Assigned section.  When you are done, click Submit, then Confirm.

This can also be done using the Training > Training Administration > Assign by End User option by changing the 
default to Set specific dates.
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Training Coordination Activities

Users who are assigned the System Role of SOLABS Training Administrator, 
have additional menu options for Training Coordinators on the left-hand side 
of the Home Page from within the TRAINING Section.  These menu options 
allow the Training Coordinator to monitor the status of Training Activities for 
their entire organization.

There are also options for the Training Coordinator to display a list of Training 
Activities that are Awaiting Grades, and a list of Training Activities that have
Second confirmation required.   The Excel Workflow Report can be used to get 
the list of Training Activities actually awaiting Second Confirmation.

Second Confirmation

Training Activities can be created with the option to require a Second Confirmation.   That Second Confirmation 
can always be made by a Training Administrator.   It can also be made by a Trainer, Manager or Department 
Head if those options are selected when creating the Training Activity.

To see the list of Training Activities that were created requiring a Second Confirmation, choose the Second 
confirmation required option on the above Training Coordinators menu.

Click on Second Confirmation next to a 
listing to display the Second Confirmation 
screen.   The Filter by will default to 
Assigned Users.  Changing the filter to 
Confirmed Users will display the list of 
Users who have confirmed completion of 
the Training Activity but whose training 
status is Awaiting Second Confirmation.

In the Available box, select the Confirmed 
Users for whom you would like to provide 
a Second Confirmation and click +ADD to 
move them to the Assigned box.

Click Submit and then Confirm the 
selection.  Confirmed Users will then 
move to a status of Trained on the activity 
(unless it also requires Grading – see next 
section).
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Grading End Users

Training Activities can be created with the option to require a Pass Rate.   The required Pass Rate is established 
during creation of the Training Activity when manual entry of a grade is planned, either from an assessment that 
may be added as a Related Item or one completed during a classroom training session.  Grading of End Users 
must be made by a Training Administrator (or will be automatically entered through the interface with 
Questionmark OnDemand, if online assessments are being used).   

To see the list of Training Activities that are waiting to be graded, choose the Awaiting grades option on the 
above Training Coordinators menu.

Click on View next to a listing to display the Training Activity View screen.  From that 
screen, choose the Grade End Users option in the right-hand Activity Confirmation 
menu.   

 NOTE:  If that menu also includes the Provide Second Confirmation option, that 
must be done FIRST before the Users will show up for Grading.

The Available box includes the list of Users who are awaiting Grading.  

Below that box is a field 

to enter the Grade.  

One Grade can be 

entered at a time for

one or more Users who 

achieved that.  After 

selecting one or more 

Users and entering the 

Grade, click +ADD to 

move them to the 

Assigned section at the 

bottom. 

When all End User 

Grades have been 

entered, click Submit

and then Confirm the 

selection.  Confirmed 

Users will then move to 

a status of Trained on 

the activity.
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If grades are entered for 
Assigned Users who have not 
yet Confirmed, User 
Confirmation will be required 
before their training status 
goes to Trained.  If the Grade 
entered does not meet the 
minimum established for the 
Training Activity, that Training 
Activity will automatically be 
reassigned to the User.

Confirming Training Activities for End Users

Training Administrators have the ability to confirm training for assigned users through a right-hand menu option 
in the Training Activity called Record Training From External Record or from the Training Administration menu 
using the option Record for End User.   This is helpful for situations such as classroom training, where the 
participants may have signed a Training Attendance Document and that proof of completion is submitted to a 
Training Administrator.   It is also helpful for external training, where the participants may submit a Training 
Certificate.

From within a Training 
Activity, choose the 
right-hand menu option 
Record Training From 
External Record.

There are then 
options to Filter by
either Assigned Users
(default) or All Job 
Titles (for Available 
sub-filters listing all 
Function Roles).

After selecting the 
User(s) who you want 
to record training for, 
use the Record Date
field to enter the 
training date listed on 
the external record or 
certificate.  

Click +ADD to move 
the user to the 
Assigned box with 
that date.  A Remove
option is available.
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From within the Quick Access Training Administration menu, choose the menu 
option External Record > Record for End User.

There be a drop-down list of Available End Users.

After selecting the 
User who you 
want to record 
training for, a list 
of their assigned 
Training Activities 
will be displayed in 
the Available box.

Select one or more 
Training Activities.  
This will enable 
the Record Date
field.

Use the Record 
Date field to enter 
the training date 
listed on the 
external record(s)
or certificate(s).  

Click +ADD to 
move the user to 
the Assigned box 
with that date.  A 
Remove option is 
available.

NOTE:  If the Training Activity 

requires a Second Confirmation or 

Grade, that must still be entered

before the trainee will be in a 

Trained status.


